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CONCEPTUAL PROJECT



What is the International Jam Session ?



International Jam Session

Time: 

Designer & Manager : 

Non-Designer : 

by Atlantique Young Creative Hub

10 - 12 May

5-8 Young worker from Spain / Portugal / Ireland

2  City-Care design lab Students

Age:

Goals:

18 - 29 yo

Empoyer young workers to prototype their ideas in a three-day creative workshop and enjoy the design process.



Event Planning



1st day

2nd day

3rd day

concept

prototype

final presentation

Planning



Planning

1st Day 2nd Day 3rd Day

Presentation
Story maker 10'
What is Design? 15'

Ideation phase
Simulation Game 30'
IDominos 25'

Meeting with
Expert

Prototyping Final presentation
10'

Prototyping

Test
TryMe 30' - 60'

Making of the
presentation
Presentation guide

Morning

Afternoon Development of the
ideas

Formulation + Vote

Mute Presentation



1st day 
Find a final conceptGoal :

Tool Kit
Story maker

 
What is Design?

 
Simulation Game

 
IDomino

 



Story Maker

Time : 10'

Rules : It is a drawing game where the
participants have to present themselves
to the rest of the team, the final goal is to
create a story with all the draws.  

Goals : The purpose of the game is to
create a communication line and show
how the ideation work. 

Present Yourself : 
Person 1 Person 3Person 2 Person 4 Person 4

Create a story with one element per level

Inspiration



What is Design?

Origami Acting
User map
Ideation phase & Development
Process
What is Design ?



Simulation Game

Time : 30'

Rules : Participants have to play the role of different
users in a specific situation to  find
problems/opportunities they can help with as a
designer

Goals : To help the group understand the context of
the topic, allow them to put themselves in the user's
shoes to find weaknesses and opportunities in the
scenario being played out.

Inspiration



iDomino

Inspiration

Time : 30'

Rules : Each participant has 10 post it.  Participants will
have 30 seconds to think the first idea/concept. The first
person to put the post it is the first player. And rounds go
this way till the end.

Goals : The objective of this tool is to help them generate
as many ideas as possible to answer the problematic and
that they use the ideas of others to go further.



Title

Context

Description of concept

users

Problematic

Mute Presentation



2nd day 
Develop the conceptGoal :



3rd day 
Test Finalize and PresentGoal :

Tool Kit
TryMe

 
Presentation guide



TryMe

This is a little card to given to the
students to guide them through their
prototype testing and gaining
feedback from their user.



Presentation guide

This is a card to help them explain their prototypes clearly.



Our Recap Of the Week



To explain something you have to understand it

We have to be inclusive and anticipate

Working in big groups requires communication and understanding

Freda & Quentin

Lauryne & Florian

Li & Elizabeth

Recap of the week

Teams

Design never ends, keep rethinking the problematics and continually improve 



Elizabeth,  Feng jia,  Li zunding , Quentin,  Lauryne,  Florient. 

THANK YOU !


